
MCAA lecture 10

1. Recap
Distribution T= (πi, itS]

tp: tiso ties & zti = 1
itS

-

a) Choose a base chain 4 on 5 which is

irreducible, Coperiodial and 5.5 4ijo iff 4sko
b) Acceptance probabilities:a=mniv, ii) itis2) Metropolis chan EPii=Qii+--



estion: How long should we run the

Metropolis chain so that

sup 1 p," -4
+vkz?its

(i.e. how large a should be?

2.Example: Metropolized independent sampling

It week 9 lecture notes
Consider the base Pij=4; Fig where S 4530824j= 1

jzS



C1,Acceptance probabilitiesCaj-min c
-min(1,2) wi=

Metropolis chain:<PiEH.MnGaitis
ki

Note: The base chan it is irreducible,
aperiodic and Hij>o iff Pisa

So by the ten seen last time,we converge to a "



This
assume S is finite: 1S1=N
Let 1=50?1,?--ESie be the er of P

** = max3x1, - xw-13/1
Then Ax =1- where warmax 122

* jes
-[0,1] (w-spectral gap v=

so Up."-AN+vEzexpl-r)



Interpretation:
if UX is large (high discrepancy
between 5 & 4), then convergence

is "slaw", and reciprocally.



(week 11 lec.ndes)
3. Example: Graph coloring
6 = (V, E), IV1 = N vertices

9 colors (with 921 integer

coloring:
no two adjacent
rentices have

the same coar



In(today): to sample from the

distribution n=(Mxc,xcS)
where 5 = 3x=(x, veV)>eae91.93

1/2 if x= proper (doingand Mx =E O otherwise

z = number of proper colorings



Sampling algorithm
1. Start from a proper coloring (a

2. Select a vertex vevunf. at random

3. Seled a color (-31.93 unit. at random

4. If c is allowed at vertex v, then

set x= c; otherwise, do nothing
5.Repeat from 2 (until...



Eachin
max degree of a vertex in the graph

· If 925+1, when there exists a

proper coloring,
· If 971+2, then the above Markan

chain is irreducible.

+1: clique *T



The previous algorithm is a Metropolis ago:

a) Base chain:PeaySr
If any

Cirred, aper, synna
if x=y
otherwise

b) Acceptance probabilities:axy =S1 if y = properadoring
0 otherwise

[axy - min(1,) = min (x*) = vy promer]
NB: <vy iff x by differ in exactly one position



C) Poy = Oxy Oxy = S
a ty proper if yes
+... if y
20 otherwise

Theorem

If 9>31, then

S: 1p - πV+v = N-ep(-(1-l)
-

so small if n =0 (NlogN)
>O



Proof cling!

· consider X = MC starting in Xo=<

· consider T = MC starting from Youn
· coupling: choose a commanveV &c[1.9)

unit at random, and my to reeder both

X and You with color C

· NP -xu
+ v
=N(X +i)

dist of th < I dist of Th



Let d(xxy) =Hamming distance between x by
i.e. = z1xn+y

↑(x +y) =P(d(X,hn)(1)

(Markov neg) >#d(x-in) =E(d(X,y))



· Assume first that n=1 and
--

-

In this case, d(x,y)=7:
#(d(x,y)) =(x,y)=0) + 1.N(d(x,y)=1)

+2.P(d(X4) =2)

+A=x + P(d(x,y) =2) + N((,2) =2)
= 1 - B(d(x,2) =0)

-1-x)=d +H,)=2)
F..w -..



Xo ⑤ Yo ⑬

W V W U

⑬
⑳ ⑳ ⑳ ⑳ ⑬

·If v is chosen, and c = crange or cyan
or another color

not one of thethen d(x,n) =0 C neighbors (

The probability for this to happen isa
If now we choose a neighbour we and choose of

the colors an or you,
then d(x, h) =2:

the probability for this happen is



Sot(d(X,4)) + 1 -5 +.

·

NaH-gC9-ssEENECin
I states z...Z.** St
d (X0,z) =1,d(z,z,)) =1,d(z)y=
#(d(X,z,y)) =..- , N -ECdCE2)Is..



#(d(x,y)) (F(d(x,z))+... +E(d(z)y))

<v.(1 - ())
-

Now, if d(x,7)=
C1

then E(d(Xnm, Ynx)) (r.(1 - (n -1)
kinon n: E(d(Mn, Yn)) <E(d(X0,T)(- (1-38)
(x -x)"zexp(ux) . xxYlexp(( -33QED


